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P r e f a c e . 

Works of poetry occupy a prominent place, both with respect 
to their number and value, in the extensive literature of the Ara-
bians; and, among them, it is just the o l d e s t compositions whose 
importance is most indisputable, and which excite the liveliest interest. 
They are the earliest documents of the Arabic language, and from 
time immemorial have been considered îhe chief authority for the 
correct understanding of its vocabulary; they are testimonies of an 
historical antiquity around which Legend has woven its mysterious 
veils ; they exhibit to us the social relations of olden times with 
the most vivid freshness, and fetter us by the simplicity and truth 
of feeling and observation, no less than by the manly and self-
conscious — even if unamiable — character which manifests itself 
in them, and which expresses itself in the sinewy strength of the 
diction. Moreover, they are the first fruits which the soil of Arabian 
literature has produced, or, at any rate, has preserved for posterity ; 
and their study is the more attractive because they from the first 
appear in a degree of perfection which, according to the judgment 
of most native scholars and critics, has never been attained by 
the compositions of subsequent times. 

Time has spared no small portion of those works in which 
the indefatigable industry of Arabian philologists, from the middle 
of the second century of the Higra onwards, has collected the 
poetical compositions of the earliest period. Most of them confine 
themselves to collecting the poems of individuals, as those of LaqTth , 
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of Elkhansa; others bring together those which are ascribed to a 
special tribe, as those of the Benu Hudseil — and the greater part 
of these are unfortunately unknown to us as yet; lastly, others 
comprise the poems oí several persons, as the Elmofaddhalijját, or 
arrange single poems or fragments of poems in certain groups, as 
the Elhamasa of Abu Temmam. 

The collection which contains the Divans of the six pre-islamic 
poets, Imruulqais, Ennabiga, 'Alqama, Zuhair, Tharafa, and 'Antara, 
is a work of the first kind, but on a grander scale. These very 
poets have, ever since they appeared, been considered the most 
eminent poets of the Arabians; they overshadowed a multitude of 
earlier poets of repute, and they exercised a regulative and per-
manent influence on the literature of the succeeding centuries. Even 
though they found a certain form, so to speak, a certain fashion 
of composition already in vogue, yet they enriched it by elevation 
and splendour of diction, by variety and novelty of thoughts and 
images, and in part by the art of transition from one subject of 
description to another, and thus as it were re-constituted it a model 
of style. Their language, moving on a genuinely national soil, is 
considered absolutely pure and free from foreign admixture, and 
the signification of the words is to be learnt from their verses. 
The compass of their compositions may be called large, in compa-
rison with that of their contemporaries, and this., in addition to 
their other merits, has contributed no little to their high appre-
ciation. While the collected poems of the elder Elmoraqqish, for 
instance, contain 147, and those of the younger 71 verses, these 
contain on an average more than 400 verses a-piece. Moreover, 
their life was not so much implicated with petty local incidents as 
that of many of the earlier poets, but with memorable events and 
eminent historical personages, and therefore lent a higher interest 
to their poetry. So many an ancient poet has fallen into oblivion, 
or has never passed beyond a narrow circle, but their glory shines 
through the centuries in unfading colours; no learned criticism has 
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ventured to detract from their authority, no later poet has been 
bold enough to place himself on their level. 

Ever since these poems were collected, before the middle of 
the second century of the Higra, they have continually been the 
subject of zealous study or learned discussion in all lands whither 
Arabic language and learning extended, and have found numerous 
editors. The assertion that the study of them really only throve 
in the West , chiefly only in Spain, is wholly erroneous. It is 
based on certain MSS. of these poets which are written in Magre-
bine character (Codd. Paris. Suppl. 1424. 1425. Cod. Goth. 547. 
Cod. Escur. 299), whereas others (Cod. Lugd. Dozy 530. Cod. Oxon. 
Uri I. 1223) are written in Neslchi, and it overlooks the facts that 
several commentaries on them have been written in the East, and 
that single verses out of all these poems are cited in countless 
works of the East. This is itself a proof how much these poets 
were read. It may be asserted with perfect truth that there are 
not many poets, even of the most famous ones of subsequent times, 
who are so frequently cited as they, whereas citations of the verses 
of other ancient poets — from the Elmofaddhalijjat, for instance 
— are surprisingly rare. 

The collection of ancient poems of which we speak, was formed 
by the learned philologian Ela'lam ^ftXi&ti o* o ^ * ^ O-

[ ^ J l ^ i ^ 1 (b. 410. d. 476), about the middle of the fifth cen-
tury, who at the same time furnished it with a complete commen-
tary. As he says in his Preface and in divers passages of his 
work, he has admitted into his collection those poems which Ela^ma'i 

^ j j a J t j^ia* f-yi ^ QJ oi 
[iXaxm (d. 210 or 215), declared genuine, according to his recen-
sion, and has, in the case of each poet, appended to them certain 
poems which other philologians likewise thought genuine. That 
Elagma'l knew these poems also, may be shewn from remarks on 
single verses in Ela'lam's commentary, and by other arguments-
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he has nevertheless omitted them as doubtful or spur ious , and, 
a s I bel ieve, with perfect justice. But is is quite possible that 
he not only explained the other poems in his l ec tu res , but also 
furnished them with a perpetual commentary. It favours this sup-
posit ion, that Ela'lam in his work repeatedly appeals to him with 
the words, ,,Ela§ma'x does not admit this ve r se" , or „ h e explains 
this word so or so" , and the like. M o r e o v e r , we may gather it 
from the fact that a ' w o r k is ascribed to him, the title of which 

V» I £ 

appea r s to have been XX-JI (X>LaS (arid not cXjLaaJ! <_JL;£=> 

It may , howeve r , be objected to this view, that Ela ' lam 
appeals , for the poems of Irnruulqais which EIa§ma'i has accepted 
as genuine, to Abu hatim [¿Lx^s^J t QJ J-9-*»] 
who died 250 (2-48. 254. 255). As h e , as a pupil of Ela^ma'i , 
fixed the poems of Irnruulqais according to his master 's text and 
commentary, the same thing may probably have occurred with the 
divans of the five other poets a l so , whether he himself or some 
other pupil wrote down Ela^ma ' i ' s recensions. 

There were special editions of single poets of this series. 

Thus that of Zuhair by Tsa ' lab ¿LA«£J1 ^ 
¡j-Lsil ^ j I A X J ! , born in 200, died in 291, who is often 

mentioned in the Elinogni o f E s s o j u t h i ; and by Ibn elanbari ¿¿i 
^jj who died in 328, a commentary to Ennabiga and 

Zuliair. E s s u k k a n QJ «15! iX^C Q.J ^ ¡ ^ ¿ I QJ Q-W^I] 

(3 j .LJ t born 212, died 275 (290) edited several of 

them, namely Irnruulqais, Ennabiga, Z u h a i r 1 ) , but n o t , as f a r a s 
we know, all the six. It does not appear that Ela'lam made special 
use of these predecessors , at any ra te I do not think I have disco-
vered any reference to them in his commentary; although he may, 
in a certain r e s p e c t , be indebted to E s s u k k a r l , as we shall see 
fur ther on. 

1) Cod. Paris. Suppl. 683, articlc -̂jJ 
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With regard to the poems of questionable genuineness, Ela'lam 
appears to have admitted them according to different recensions. 
In the case of Ennabiga he mentions Etthusi «A-J; ^ 
[̂ ^w l̂aJ! S QL;«5 who died about 250. Further, for Zuhair, 
Tharafa and Imruulqais, he names Abu 'amr, and for Zuhair and 
Imruulqais he cites Elmofaddhal; by the first he means 

jyCii J f QJ who died in 20& (205. 213), and 

by the second J ^ i ! ^^oLc ^ q j J.*i2aJi v^JLb j j l 

who died about 280. He also names for Tharafa v i i ^ i 

O N A X W J I who died in 244. 
He admitted the doubtful poems of 'Alqama just as „Abu 'all 

isma'Il ben elqasim delivered them from his teachers, who received 
them from Etthusi and Ibn ela'rabi and others"2). He did not de-
rive them immediately as a pupil from this Isma'il (that is, Elqali)_, 
of whom we shall speak further on, but he took them from a 
work of his. Now this was not his justly celebrated work » - J IX^ 3 

¿LQ^JJ in which nothing occurs about these poems of'Alqama; but 
it must have been £ mentioned in Cod. Paris, Suppl. 

1935, 1, fol. l a , to which Hagi Khalife II 1600 seems to assign the 
title of • 

It was in the year 1855 that I first became acquainted with 
this collection and with the Paris MSS of it (Suppl. 1424. 1425), 
having previously known nothing of these poets — except the 
pieces that had been printed — but 'Alqama's second poem accor-
ding to a Petersburg MS., through Kosegarten's intervention. The 
study of these ancient poets then occupied me for a long period, 
and, if I could have found a publisher, I would have edited the 
text of them (with the exception of Imruulqais) with a translation 
and a brief commentary, in 1858 or 1859. I was not so fortunate, 
however, and I deferred my plan, in the hope of finding an oppor-

2) Cod. Paris. Suppl. 1425, 55". 
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tunity of executing it later on. Although I then, in the lapse of 
years, was engrossed m labours of a wholly different kind, and 
specially in the study of manuscripts which led me to very alien 
provinces of Arabic literature, yet, partly from a fondness for 
poetry, and specially for its earlier period, I have never lost sight 
of that collection of the six poets in my other studies, and have 
generally made a note of the passages that I have found cited 
of them. 

This number encreased more and more; after some time it 
afforded an almost statistical interest. But the number of verses 
which were ascribed to those poets, and which were not to be 
found in that collection, also encreased; in time it even became 
considerable. 

This surprised me. Were all those verses occurring in scat-
tered citations spurious 1 Were they intentionally, or only mistakenly, 
ascribed to wrong authors? But the same verses repeatedly re-
curred under the same names, even in different writers, and it 
was impossible to ascribe this to deliberate imposture. The verses 
then belonged to poems which the author of our collection rejected 
as spurious, which he perhaps did not know at all, but which 
probably found a place in another recension. 

This was clearly evinced in Imruulqais, the most celebrated 
poet of the six. The Leyden MS. of this divan, of which we shall 
speak further on, contains a very different text as to the number 
and order of the poems and verses, according to the recension of 
Essukkari. It is based, as it seems, on the text handed down by 

Abu 'obeida a i j*** »¿-Ai* (d. 209), who pro-
bably received it from his teacher Aba 'amr ben al'ala, who died 
in 154 (159). That Ela'lam was not unacquainted with this edition, 
but that he had in a certain sense made use of it , I infer from 
the fact that the order of the last poems which he has declared 
spurious (40. 34. 14. 45. 36) is the same in both, save that Essuk-
kari has interspersed some small poems between them. 
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Essukkari's recension of Ennabiga and Zuhair must have been 
of the same kind; he is not likely to have been too strict in ad-
mitting poems in their case either. I believe that, in the case of 
Zuhair, the same might be shewn of Tsa'lab's edition; but I cannot 
now enter into particulars. Further, there is a tradition that there 
was a collection of the oldest poems which contained eulogistic 
qagtdas on Enno'm&n ben Elmundsir, the prince of Elhira, and his 
adherents, and which passed over, either entire or mutilated, into 
the family of Merwan3); but I consider this a legendary report 
about that early period. There may, however, be some truth about 
i t , namely, that, about the middle or end of the second century 
of the Higra, poems bearing reference to that princely house were 
put together. Among them were poems of 'Abid ben elabra§, 
Tharafa, and others; and, in that case, we must certainly assume, 
that poems of Ennabiga were there too. If this collection existed 
in Elagmai's time, he most probably made use of it; but it is by 
no means impossible that it may have fallen into the hands of 
some one else, who has turned it to use. Moreover, it is evident 
that the citations of these poets by Ibn qutaiba, by the author of 
the Kitab elagani, and by Elgauhari, and others, are not restricted 
to the poems which Ela'lam has admitted, and that, among later 
writers, especially Jaqflt and Essojuthi have used a different recen-
sion. The latter seems to have principally found the >-*lLil .̂QV«« 
an abundant resource; a work whose loss I feel to be very great. 

What I have collected from a multitude of writers, is fragments 
of this discrepant text; numerous, but seldom large enough to 
prevent our regretting the want of the verses of which these form 
part. Some of them are undeniably forged; in the case of others 
there may have been a confusion of poets having the same name. 
Thus in Elgauhari (s. v. J—i) two verses are cited from Zuhair, 

3) Elmofaddh. Berol. [Cod. Wetzst. I , 66 ] , fol. 4 b . Elmuzhir I, 121. II , 237. 
(Bulaq edition). 
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which generally means o u r poet; but elsewhere (for instance, in 
the Kitab elagani, in Ibn qutaiba's Thabaqat) they are ascribed to 

QJ J ^ J , for which reason I have not admitted them. On 
the other hand, Ennabiga Appendix 57 in Cod. Paris. Suppl. 1935, 3 
is expressly ascribed to o u r Ennabiga, but in Cod. Berol. Peterm. 
128, 1 to Ennabiga elga'di. The same occurs in Append. 54, 2 
and in other passages. Sometimes there is a mistake; Ennabiga 
Append. 15 belongs beyond doubt to Elhothaia. In most cases, 
however, there is no doubt that the verses are actually ascribed 
to our poets. 

At a time like the present, when an interest in the poetry of 
Arabian antiquity seems to receive a fresh impulse, my aim has 
been to contribute my aid also to supply this study an in part 
new material, by editing the text of all the poems and fragments 
of the six old poets, as far as I was able to obtain them; and 
1 am glad that the ready cooperation of my Publisher has put it 
at length in my power to execute this scheme. 

In this edition I have chiefly relied on some Mss. of the text, 
of which I will soon render an exact account, but I have not ab-
stained from adopting readings which appeared to me more appro-
priate, from other sources. I think myself justified in claiming 
this privilege as a right. As I would not hesitate, when a verse 
has faults in the metre or lacks its proper feet , to correct it as 
far I am able to do so from the context, so likewise I do not 
scruple to reject a reading that is not reconcilable with my appre-
ciation of the sense, and to select another — or even to invent 
one. I am not insensible to the hazard of the attempt; but I con-
sider the text of all ancient poets too inadequately authenticated 
to preclude all doubt of its correctness: on the contrary, it is 
undeniable that we often have a multiplicity of readings, all of 
which may be traced back to ancient native authorities. I readily 
concede that the feeling of the language which the native Arabian 
philologians possessed, is in a great measure wanting in us ; but 
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the authorities have different feelings in a given case, and Elagma'i 
approves what Elmofaddhal rejects. Moreover, in linguistic matters, 
the feeling is less decisive than the knowledge of the signification 
and use of words, and, with all respect for the learning of those 
men, it must at any rate be admitted, that they had no immunity 
from narrow and onesided views. In many points we are able to 
judge more correctly, and to fathom the signification of words more 
profoundly, than they. The faculty which is especially concerned 
in these matters, however, is one which was wholly, or almost 
wholly, denied to them, but without which learning is nothing but 
a deaf nut, a knife without a blade — critical acumen. This de-
ficiency of critical judgment prevents their correctly appreciating 
the composition of an entire poem, and discerning its deficiencies 
or its impossibilities. It often betrays itself in them, however, in 
individual instances, and, in my eyes at any rate, their choice of 
readings bears frequent witness to it; and on this ground, as I 
judge, we have a right to reject readings, even when they have 
been expressly sanctioned by them. 

Do I hereby say that I estimate the knowledge of European 
scholars in the province of Arabic philology as highly — or, for-
sooth, more highly — than that of the native philologists? By 
no means! So far am I from this that I readily admit that we 
neither now nor ever can equal them in quantity of knowledge. 
I do not rate our knowledge high, but our power, our method of 
investigation, our critical treatment of a given subject. 

I have, however, made but sparing use of the right of textual 
emendation of which I speak. I should have done so in quite a 
different style, if my present object had been to edit these poems 
in the form, in which they perhaps once appeared, which is at 
any rate more appropriate to them than that in which we find 
them. I had no such intention now. For, although I am not in-
sensible to the seducing charm of the critical function of expunging 
and transposing passages, of detecting and supplying gaps, of 

1* 
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dissecting pieces and conjoining others, yet I am not blind to the 
unlucky results of those operations; the text that I would adjust 
to my own taste, is perhaps acceptable in my own eyes, but could 
claim no general assent, and, above all things, could not pretend 
to supplant the text that, in one form or other, has actually existed. 

For the reason assigned, I have not made the experiment of 
incorporating the collected fragments into the text, in places where 
they seemed suitable; it would have been hazardous, even if their 
genuineness had been proved or provable. 

For the same reason also, I at once relinquished the idea of 
disregarding the existing collection of these poems and of con-
structing the text wholly from the citations which I had brought 
together. It is undoubtedly true that, in many cases, and espe-
cially in the longest and most famous poems, the citations which 
I have gathered extend to all the verses, and I certainly might 
believe that I could build up a poem out of them in the correct 
sequence of verses. But it more frequently happens that single 
verses are not cited, or at any rate have not fallen in my way, 
or perhaps I have forgotten to take note of them. Now it is very 
possible that there should be no citation whatever of a number of 
the most genuine verses, either because no name of a place or 
of a person, or no extraordinary word or remarkable turn of ex-
pression or thought occurs in them, or for other reasons still; but 
I was as little able to consider them spurious on that account, 
because they are nowhere mentioned or have never fallen in my 
way, as I would be to accept the cited verses as genuine, merely 
because they are cited. 

On the contrary, my present aim was to edit the existing 
and accredited text, and to furnish it with such apparatus as would 
enable an attentive reader to form an opinion of the condition of 
the text. In this end, I was not solicitous to collate a more or 
less considerable number of MSS. of single poems, and perhaps 
to collect a few more various readings; it would have been pos-
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sible for me to have done this in the case of certain MSS., but 
not in that of others; and the result would in any case hare 
proved insignificant. Nor could it be iuy object perpetually to 
discuss the variations in the text of the poeins which have been 
already printed. I took it for granted that those texts were acces-
sible to the reader, and that he would use them. I contented 
myself with producing the text with its various readings according 
to the MSS. which were at my disposal, and with thereby fur-
nishing an auxiliary to its future settlement. 

Without reference, then, to my judgement as to the genuine-
ness of the poems or of single verses, I have first given the 
entire text of the f i v e p o e t s Ennabiga, 'Antara, Tharafa, Zuhair 
and 'Alqama on the whole just as the Paris and Gotha MSS. ex-
hibit it; but then 1 could not prevail on myself to produce the 
poems of Imruulqais according to the same MSS., because their 
text of them has already been excellently edited by M. G. de 
Slane, and the recension of the Leyden MS. with its important 
variations was at my disposal. Without that MS. I should perhaps, 
as I first purposed, have omitted the divan of Imruulqais; although 
there are advantages in having all the six united in one volume, 
seeing that they all as it were belong to one class, and on the 
whole bear one stamp. In this reason, and because the text of 
the Leyden MS., contrasted with that of the Paris MSS. as exhi-
bited by M. G. de Slane, distinctly shews the state of the case as 
to the parity, not to say genuineness of the text of these ancient 
poets, I thought it useful, nay, desirable to publish Imruulqais here 
in t h i s f o r m . This is also the reason why he here follows the 
other poets, whereas he elsewhere precedes them. The other five 
assume this order in the Paris and Gotha MSS.: Ennabiga, 'Alqama, 
Zuhair, Tharafa, Antara. That I have somewhat changed their 
o r d e r , which had anyhow been disturbed by placing Imruulqais 
last, depfended less on internal than external reasons; but the 
circumstance that 'Alqama has many resemblances and allusions 
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to Imruulqais determined me to place him close beside him; and 
this arrangement may also find some excuse in the fact that the 
Escurial MS., of which we will speak hereafter, presents another 
order, which is almost the same as mine. 

As for the o r d e r of t h e p o e m s , as presented in the MSS., 
I considered that I had a right to depart from it and have changed 
it on principles of appropriateness. In the Gotha and Paris MSS. 
— and the same may be said of the Leyden one — those which 
are generally acknowledged to be genuine, and they are by far 
the larger portion, are placed first; then follow others which are 
regarded as less genuine. Now the first are not arranged chrono-
logically ; but the principle of arrangement appears to be that the 
bestknown and the longest are placed first, the less celebrated and 
shorter ones come next, and the fragments follow. Perhaps too 
we are to regard this arrangement as shewing the order in which 
the single poems were gradually collected; although this does not 
reveal itself, at least to me. Now as no intrinsic ground has deter-
mined the order of the poems in the MSS., I thought it best, for 
the sake of easy reference, to arrange them alphabetically accor-
ding to the rhyme-letters; nevertheless, to secure a better insight 
and the easier finding of citations made from those MSS., I have 
appended to this preface a comparative table of the order of 
sequence. 

In the Paris and Gotha MSS., and in the Leyden one also, 
the greater portion of the poems has short (seldom long) s u p e r -
s c r i p t i o n s indicating the occasion in consequence of which a 
poem was uttered. These superscriptions, most of which belong 
to Elagma'i, refer to historical incidents, which are rarely indicated 
in detail, but generally very briefly, in the poems; in the Paris 
and Gotha MSS. no less than in the Leyden one, they are on the 
whole based on the same tradition, which certainly may be in part 
correct, in part adapted to the existing poems whose o'rigin and 
reference was not known. However this may be, the superscriptions 
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have a certain value, and I have therefore retained them, but have 
placed them after the poems and fragments, in order to preserve 
to the poems their independent interpretation. I was unwilling that 
the reader should be prejudiced by the superscription in his judg-
ment of the position of a poem; I wished that the poem itself 
should lead him to form an opinion of its purport and reference. 

As for the o r d e r o f the v e r s e s , I have preserved it as 
I found it in the MSS., and, in the first five poets, as it is in the 
Paris and Gotha MSS., in Imruulqais, as it is in the Leyden one. 
Especially in the longer poems, the latter differs considerably from 
the other three; whether it is to be preferred may be questioned, 
but at least proves that it is possible. The number of the verses 
is generally greater in the Leyden MS. 

In a few passages the verses are incomplete; this cannot be 
original, but depends on lacunae there occurring in the older MSS. 
from which our copies, old as they are, were transcribed. There 
is an evident proof of this in Imruulqais 46, 7, where a word is 
wanting in the first hemistich after ¿"1*3; I have supplied 
according to the context, but subsequently found the entire verse 
cited by Elgauhari s. v. , and in Cod. Berol. Wetzst. I, 149, 1, 
fol. 66a, so that should be supplied, which as to sense coin-
cides with my conjecture. This is doubtless a proof that one may 
err in the choice of a word to be supplied, but that one may 
discern what its sense should be; and for this reason I have pre-
ferred to supply the few gaps of this sort that occur. They are, 
besides the one just adduced, 'Alqama 3,1. Imruulqais 15, 2. 52. 54. 

I have disposed the collected f r a g m e n t s likewise alphabe-
tically according to the rhyme-letters and the metres, respectively 
after te main text of the poets. The Appendix p. 86—102 will 
indicate the sources from which the fragments are derived. I think 
I should state, to avoid mistakes, that economy of space alone 
prevented my arranging the separate fragments under special num-
bers. I have placed under the same number those verses whose 
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rhyme and metre were the same; not thereby asserting that the 
verses all belong to one and the same poem, although in indivi-
dual cases that is quite possible. I have assigned No. 58 to the 
Appendix of Ennabiga, because it is ascribed to him, notwith-
standing it is in prose as to form, although bordering on poetry, 
and interesting in itself. There is however, as little doubt as to 
the spuriousness of this piece, as there is about the poems No. 18 
and 19 in the Appendix to Iinruulqais. 

I have completely vocalised all fragments, as I also have the 
main text, following the example of the Paris (Suppl. 1425) and 
the Gotha MSS. and that of the less vocalised Leyden one. I am 
sorry that, after the impression of the fragments was finished, 
I met with some passages which I had overlooked in my Collec-
tanea or which I have since chanced on in MSS.; I will append 
them, however, in a Supplement. 

I thought it advisable to indicate the m e t r e of every poem 
and fragment, even in order to enable the reader to judge at a 
glance of the frequency or rareness of the measures employed by 
the early poets. With regard to the v a r i o u s r e a d i n g s and 
the c i t a t i o n s of places in which the verses are quoted, their 
number is very great, and I fear I have adduced too many to 
please everyone, although I had it in my power to cite still more 
and to gather still more variants. On the average, I have never 
or only rarely cited those discrepant readings of a MS. which are 
merely due to the copyist's neglect; there is a very plentiful crop 
of these in the Cod. Paris. Suppl. 1424 and in the Berlin MS. of 
the Gamhara, and a brief list of such mistakes may not be unsui-
table here. 

Ennabiga 7,20 in the place of ¿u'U). 15,16 i ^ U = 

i j j ^ . 19,20 oLilaJf = ollilfiJt. 

Antara 4 , 3 vJiiL> = 5 ,2 ¿¿p = ¿¡ye. 7 , 8 

= gSlo . 7 , 9 g U J ! = 7,12 ^ = 7, 17 tttjo-
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= 9 ,5 = 10, 5 LPj^S" = isyow.. 11,2 
= ^JCdi. 11, 3 '¿yMiS = csmb*a. 11, 8 0 U j = 0 U 3 . H , 11 gyi? 
= 11,13 = 19,19 ¿Li = ^j5Ls. 20,16 
= J ^ x i . 20, 28 ^L» = gL». 21, 10 ^ ¿ ^ = 21, 13 

o J i = 21,59 uXjj = Ou,. 21,81 o , ^ = 0 ^ 5 . 
23, 4 ^U-SJIi = ^oL-JK. 24, 4 = Lu>. 26, 8 = 
oLs^ij^i. 

Tharafa 1. 9 = V / « - 3 , 2 = 4, 11 
J13 ^ = JLS^ 4, 25 uStXie = jOUc. 4, 34 ^ jmUJ 

= 4, 54 ur^Uf = j ^ U t . 4, 61 sL^f = o U J i . 
5,28 wiiW = v_sJb. 8,13 otiiM = o ^ i . 9 ,6 v-acj-o == u « / . 
9, 10 L^OJuU, = LaJJuuSj,. 10, 5 = ¿ j u . 10, 13 ¿1 = ¿1. 
12, 12 LAS = LxjL3. 13, 23 "¡M- = 

Zuhair 3, 8 IXJ/» = iXajS. 3, 10 ^ j i = J ^ J . 4, 3 
= (j^yUs. 6,2 = *LsI. 11, 10 = 14, 16 j ^ i = 

Alqama 1,35 v ^ » = V ^ » - 1,41 ^ ( ¿ J J = ¿IouM. 1,42 

Lis»-,? — Liisfc,?. 2, 14 o J j = o J u . 13, 5 ^«Jw« = ^oynX«. 
13, 28 = j U y . 13, 46 = ^ . 

Imruulqais 3 , 4 = L£u. 17, 14 L = Li. 34, 16 
= 52, 44 = 
Other readings, also manifestly incorrect, seemed to deserve 

some notice from another point of view; in some places only have 
I remarked that they are erroneus. The greater part , however, 
have a full title to be mentioned. In most cases I have, even for 
the first five poets, followed the readings of Cod. Par. 1425, for 
Imruulqais those of the Leyden MS., but in many places, as already 
observed, I have felt obliged to prefer the readings of the Gotha 
or other MSS. 

With regard to the c i t a t i o n s of p a s s a g e s in which averse 
is quoted, I have purposely done it, so far as the extent of my 
reading permitted, as often as any linguistic or real interest seemed 
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concerned; I have taken particular pains to adduce all the pas-
sages in which Elgauhari quotes these poets. I have forborne 
to mention several passages in MSS. which are only briefly indi-
cated in my Collectanea, because I no longer had the text at hand; 
thus Ennabiga is quoted in Cod. Rerol. Sprenger. 1188, 53a; 90a; 
Cod. Wetzst. II, 253 , 83. Zuhair in Cod. Spr. 1188, 81a; 90»; 
Cod. Wetzst. II, 253, 84. 'Antara in Cod. Spr. 1188, 54b. Tharafa 
in Cod. Wetzst. II, 253, 95b. In many other MSS. in which one 
would have looked for quotations of these poets or one of their 
verses, I have not found any; but this would not warrant our 
concluding that they were not known to the authors of these late 
works. 

As for e r r o r s of the p r e s s , I am unfortunately not able 
to deny their existence; but even though a portion of them is 
owing to injury of the letters during the printing, or to the bad 
shape of letters hardly allowing a vowel under them (e. g. g), yet 
the larger share are my fault, and, in spite of great care, I have 
not corrected several misprints whose existence is very annoying 
to me. Some of these are not indeed really misprints, but are 
due to a conception of the text which I now repudiate, and are 
in part conjectures. Thus I had vainly puzzled over Ennabiga 5, 22 
according to the MSS. text; I therefore changed it into q U A » 
and made this verse refer to v. 27, regarding v. 26 as immediately 
connected with v. 25b. But I now entirely give this up. My cor-
rections of the misprints are inserted among the various readings, 
and I hope I have omitted nothing essentiel. 

Lastly, as for the t i t l e of the c o l l e c t i o n , it is, in the 

Paris MS. Suppl. 1424 ¡¿«JJ ftjjuiJt a!^>>, and in Hagi Khalifa 
I. 797 ¿¿¿»Jl no special title is given in Casiri, Catal. I. 299; 
nor is there in Uri, Catal. Bibl. Bodl. I. 1223 (where a later hand 

has instead assigned the erroneous title o 1 . b I « J 1 

This MS., namely, contains a collection of the six ancient 
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poets, with the commentary of the abovenamed Ela'lani, and is 
therefore the same as Cod. Par. Suppl. 1424, but incomplete. Ac-
cording to my notes of it, it contains, first, Imruulqais, his Mo'al-
laqa, and some poems, the first of which is the poem numbered 52 
in my edition; then some poems of Ennabiga; only one long and 
one short poem of 'Alqama; the Mo'allaqa of Zuhair; three poems 
of Tharafa; only the Mo'allaqa of 'Antara. The copy is of the 
year 736 of the H.; the character large, thick, richly vocalised. 
On the whole it has only 78 leaves, and is therefore only a partial 
copy, not an extract, of the genuine work of Ela'lam. — Whether 
the MS. mentioned in Casiri (I. 299) is likewise this work, is, on 
account of the want of description, there very questionable. The 
order in which the poets are there represented to occur , seems 
unfavorable to the idea, for the order is 'Alqama, Imruulqais, Enna-
biga, 'Antara, Tharafa Zuhair. If this is really s o , it cannot be 
the work of Ela'lam. Another point unfavorable to it is^ that it 
is not stated that the poems are accompanied by a commentary; 
if there were o n e , it would probably be mentioned, as it usually 
is in other cases. 

Under these circumstances I took leave to assign a special 
title to the collection, and the rather as the work has maintained 
an independent type in the form given to it. And as the single 
poems — the complete ones, at any rate — may be considered 
as the pearls of a necklace, the title I have adopted, 
appeared to suit the whole; although this is a kind of title, doubt-
less, not occurring in the oldest period, but much in vogue since 
the 5 t h century of the Higra. 

The M S S . employed to edit the text, are 
1. 2. the two Paris MSS. Suppl. 1424 and 1425, the latter of 

which, the excellent 1425. has been made the basis of this 
edition of the first five poets. This contains the text of the 
six poets, with short glosses superscribed, and, in many poems, 
concise indications of their occasion, and was copied in the 

2 
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year 571 ( = January 1176 A. D.). Cod. 1424 contains the text 
of the same, and the perpetual commentary of the above men-
tioned Jusuf esshantamuri Ela'lani (died 476). This copy dates 
from about the 11th century of the Higra. Mac Guckin de 
Slane gives a copious description of both these MSS. in his 
Diwan d' Amro'lkais, p. XI—XIV. — In spite of the numerous 
errours which occur in the text and commentary of the MS. 
1424, it is yet generally possible to discover what was meant 
from the explanation given of a word, and I have therefore 
indicated the really discrepant readings. 

3. The Gotha MS. 547 contains the text of the six with interlineary 
notes. Tha date of the copy is 1131 = 1719 A. D. Compare 
Kosegarten, Ainrui Moallaka p. IV. It is very careful and 
reliable and frequently agrees with Cod. Par. Suppl. 1425 in 
the notes. I think that the Gotha MS. gives the occasions of 
the poems more frequently and in part with greater fulness. 

These three MSS. are in Magrebine character; Cod. Par. 
1425 wellvvritten; Cod. Goth, not so well and rather small, 
especially the glosses; Cod. Par. 1424 large and distinct, but 
rather hurried. 

4. Cod. Berol. Diez 4 t0 135. The first portion fol. 1—17 contains 
the fifth poem of Ennabiga with the commentary of an anony-
mous author, who is nobody but Ibn ennahhas Ow*^ ^ 

[(Julius ^jl ( J i / ^ i tri** a? ^ ^ O*» 
who died in 338. This is concise and begins with the words: 

Jl'i Lgi^oj liiCiiAli j*^ ctiXi A-yfl j\ti L jJyi 

-jit IJOp>\ t^A JSJj-« ^LJ*^ ^ Ĵt+Oiil 
The copy dates from about the end of the last century, rather 
large, incorrect. 

5. Cod. Berol. Wetzst. I, 56. In this excellent MS. of the year 
1052 = 1674 A. D., the first portion fol. 1 — 68 contains, in 

addition to the seven Moa'llaqat, the poem of Ela'sha ¿¿j] 
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and the fifth of Ennabiga, both of which are here reckoned 
among the Moa'llaqat, fol. 68b. All nine are furnished with the 
concise and in part abridged commentary of Ibn ennahhas, and 
besides, on the broad margin, also with extracts from that of 
Ezzauzam J ^ c _jjt ¿ ^ j i t ^ t who died 488, 
and of others. The poems of this collection which I have 
used are those of Imruulqais fol. lb. — 13. Tharafa 14—24 b , 
Zuhair 24b—30, Antara 40—47a , Ennabiga 66a—68. 

6. The copy of the second poem of 'Alqama from a Petersburg 
MS., which I cannot exactly indicate. After a brief notice of 
the poet's descent, and of the occasion of the poem, the poem 
itself is given, with a short commentary to almost every verse. 

The commentary to v. 1 begins thus; ^ L^Ja 

j ' l i j J«i=> j j Ls^is ^jjt+ia'il j l s «¿Jo 

Lrisul Jv;>t3 c r ^ ' i s ^ ^ i • That of the last verse is 
( 

c r ^ j After which the sequel of 
the poem is concisely given according to Abu 'obeida on the 
authority of Abu 'amr ben el'ala. 

7. Cod. Berol. Sprenger 1215. The first portion of it contains 
in fol. 1—77s- the v1/*^' of Abu zeid mohammed 
ben °ali elkhatthftb elqorashi. This collection of poems con-
tains* in seven classes, one long poem of each of the seven 
poets who are most eminent in each class. The poems of the 
first class are called , of the second , of the 
third oL2aJ5 , of the fourth oLs>tXjt, of the fifth , of 
the sixth oL^A-JI , of the seventh o l + J ^ J I . They embrace 
the period from about the middle of the century before Moham-
med's rise down to the second century of the Higra. Never-
theless, Elinofaddhal designates the 49 poetns as „the eyes 
i. e. the most shining, of the poems of the primitive Arabs" 
[XJ^L^I j V/*^ And^ in fact, they bear the same 
stamp as those of the early time. 
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To the first class belong lmruulqais fol. 15a, Zuhair 17a, 
Ennäbiga IS1?, Ela'shä 20a, Labid 22b. 'Ärar ben kultsam 25s, 
Tharafa 27b. 'Antara is reckoned to the second class fol. 31b. 
Of these I have paid attention to the poems (Mo'allaqàt) of 
lmruulqais, Zuhair, Tharafa and ¿Antara. 

The same collection is found in the Bodleyan (Uri I. 1298, 3). 
The order of the poets of the first class varies a little. It is: 
lmruulqais, Tharafa, Labid, Zuhair, Ennäbiga, Ela'shä, 'Ainr. 
The date of the copy is about the year 950 of the Higra. The 
text of the Berlin MS., which was written in 1271 ( = 1854 A. D.), 
has in many places lacunae in the verses, and seems to have 
been transcribed from a dilapidated copy. It is not good, and 
only to be used with discretion. 

The Berlin MS. furnishes the basis for the poem given 
in the Appendix of Ennäbiga No. 26; I have not exhibited the 
blunders of the copyist as variants of the text. 

8. Cod. Berol. Wetzst. I, 66. This contains the Elinofaddhalijjàt 
with the full commentary of Elmarznqx ^ 
[t̂ ® ä»)^ c r ^ 1 ( d i e d 4 2 1 ) - T h e e i ) d o f t h e M S - i s l o s t ; 
it breaks off at the beginning of the 109th poem of (^kXuüt (jäj**Jt 
and it is questionable how much of it has been lost. The 
commentary is full of instruction in philological and real mat-
ters, but certainly labours under great diffuseness of expression. 
The use of ¡his MS. is somewhat difficult, in as much as the 
on the whole ugly and hurried writing frequently lacks the 
diacritical points, and always omits the vowels, except in the 
verses of the text, although even they have not all their vowels 
and diacritical points. The copy dates from about the eighth 
century. Of this I have used the text and commentary of the 
two poems of 'Alqama (2 and 13), fol. 541—557. 

9. Cod. Vindobon. Mixt. 127 (Cat. Flügel I. 449). The complete 
collection of the Elmofaddhalijjät and EIa§ma'ijjat, with a con-
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« ise commentary. Copy dates about 1820 A. D. I have used 

it in 

a ) Poem 2 and 13 of 'Alqama, fol. 133—139. 

b) Imruulqais, poem 51, v. 6. 7. 9. 10, fol. 169b. 

c ) ditto, poem 7, v. 1—3, fol. 170a. 

d) Tharafa, poem 10, v. 4. 5. 8. 9, fol. 173b. 

10. Cod. Lugd. Warn. 901 (Cat. Dozy. No. 530). This contains 

the poems of Imruulqais in the recension of the abovementio-

ned Essukkari. Date of copy 545 ( = 1150 A. D.). This excel-

lent fully vocalised MS. only lacks the diacritical points in 

some places and has very few mistakes. Many poems have 

superscriptions. — On this MS. my edition of Imruulqais is 

based. That Dozy states the number of the poems at 67 and 

that 68 should appear in this edition, arises from the fact that 

he reckons No. 53 and Shihab's answer to it, No. 54, as one 

number. 

The MSS. which I have used for the V a r i a n t s and the 

F r a g m e n t s , besides those just enumerated, are: 

1. Cod. Berol. Peterm. 666, Commentary of Essojuthi who died in 

911, on the verses cited as grammatical illustrations in Ibn 

hisham's syntactical work entitled composed in the 

year 756 ( = 1355 A. D.). This excellent work is a mine for 

the knowledge of the ancient poets, of whom it not only cites 

and explains numerous verses, but gives biographical notices 

of the authors. This MS. is somewhat misbound at the be-

ginning; the leaves follow thus: 1 — 3. 7. 6. 4. 8, and two 

leaves are missing after fol. 84. I have copied these from the 

Oxford MS. (Cat. Uri I. 1139) and whem necessary have de-

noted by fol. 84A. 

The copy, of the year 995 ( = 1587 A . D.) is without vowels, 

not rarely without diacritical points, and can only be used with 

caution. 
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2. Cod. Paris. Suppl. 1935, 1. The title of this work is sJLx^s 
j^ly^i and the author is Elqall .^«laJt J>*cU«».t] 

[ J j ; ¿LflJi ( jf-^c qJ QSjte ¿ji J b o r n 2 8 8 J d i e d 3 5 6 ' 
This work, which was delivered and dictated in Cordova, con-
tains a great multitude of ancient poems and extracts, proverbs 
and extraordinary expressions, with lexicographical explanations. 
It is an eminent work for Arabic lexicography. This good 
copy is of the date 1049 ( - 1639 A. D.). 

3. Cod. Paris. Suppl. 1935, 3. Contains the Poetics of Abfi 'ali 

elmodhaifar ¿ t ^ J»*aaJl ^«LfiJI «XuuJt 

[t̂ ® j*»^ o* O* ( a b o u t the 
year 640) the title of which is u ^ / ^ l ¡yoi ^ ( j a j ^ t s^ai . 
It is divided into 5 parts (Cf. Flugel, Catal. I. 224). This good 
copy is of the date 1039 ( = 1629 A. D.). In my transcript 
of the work I have not indicated the pages of the MS.; the 
pages noted in my citations from it refer to those of my 
transcript. 

4. Codd. Berol. Sprenger. 1175. 1176. The great Kitab elagani 
of 'All ben elhosein eligbaham. Date of copy 1142 ( = 1729 
A. D.). The text to be used with caution, especially in the 
verses. 

5. Cod. Ber. Spreng. 1180. A supplement to the Kitab elagani; 
contains a not long article on 'Alqama. The conclusion of the 
work is, moreover, contained in it and forms about a tenth of 
the whole. An incorrect copy of the date 1266 ( = 1850 A. D.). 

6. Cod. Goth. 532. Alphabetical extract from the Kitab elagani, 
by Ibn elmokarram ^ L a j ^ l ^ ^ ^ J u ^ ] 
[ ^ d J t ^ ^ a j l ^yuj j jJI , born 630, died 711. The copy 
is not very correct. 

7. Cod. Berol. Wetzst. II, 134. A rhetorical work entitled 
jri'-VN j ¿ r i 1 ^! , in 95 chapters, distinguished for conciseness 
of treatment and abundance of quotations from the best poets, 
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often, indeed, without the names of the authors. The author 
is Abn 'lmodliaffar usäma «Aäw« ^ iXAj*» QJ SCoU] 

[jikJI iü'jjJi ^ . J J t , born in 488, died in 584 ( = 1095. 
1188 A. D.). The names are given somewhat discrepancy in 
Cod. Sprenger 252, 72b. Date of copy about 700. 

8. Cod. Berol. Sprenger 1006. A Commentary on Ibn doreid's 
[d. 321 = 933 A. D.] panegyric on Ibn mikäl and his son, 

entitled ¡¡¿yaäj! or also which was composed by Ibn 

khalawaih tA*c ^ o * * ^ ' ] ( d i e d A n e x " 
cellent work, remarkable for its citations of passages from 
poets, its synonymes and lexicological observations. Two leaves 
are wanting after fol. 5 , and about five at the end. Date of 
the copy about 550. I have indicated, in my transcript, at the 
passages and verses concerned, the variations of the complete 
and excellent MS. Cod. Berol. Wetzst. I, 54, which was copied 
in 594 ( = 1198 A. D.), My references, therefore, apply either 
to this or the preceding MS. 

9. Cod. Berol. Wetzst. II. 274. Commentary on the verses quoted 
in the grammatical work j. ^Uaj^t y l Ä of Abu 'ah 
elhasan ben ahmed elfärisi (died in 377). See the notice of 
it in the Zeitschrift d. D. M. Gesellschaft XXIII, 647. 

10. Cod. Vindob. N. F. 391 (Cat. Flügel II. 1159). This professes 
to be the work of Ibn qoteiba, entitled o l » ^ . The 
copy is not faultless; the date is 1254 ( = 1838). I, however, 
believe that it is only an extract from that work. Compare 
Nöldeke's notice of it in his „Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Poesie 
der alten Araber" p. 1 sqq. 

11. Cod. Paris. Suppl. 1558. A work of Mohammed ben moham-
C « 

med ibn n o b ä t a (d. in 768), entitled <XJ!JAJ! J Ü M 

which treats of the delicacies of verbal expression and the 
explanation of difficult words and phrases, in three chapters, 
and adduces examples of them. 
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12. Cod. Paris. Suppl. 1935, 2. A remarkable anthology in verse 
and prose, entitled 5C*A«*J(, whose author is called 
^¿Uai t and probably lived in the 10th century of the Higra. 
Although I am at present unable to settle his real name, I think 
it possible that he may be ^ &i «.¿Mil ¿ t **** 
^y.jJt QĴ J ^ L w i i l , who died in 940. Date of the copy 1038. 
The same work is in Cod. Vindob. Mixt. 132 (Cat. Fliigel I. 420). 

13. Cod. Berol. Spr. 1154. The excellent work of Ettse'Slibi, en-
titled i j u a j t j <_jjisJI jU3, mainly of lexicological 
interest. Date of copy about 1750 A. D. 

14. Cod. Berol. Peterm. 196. Contains a collection of the poems 
that occur in the romance 'Antar, with the superscriptions be-
longing to them. The whole is entitled jXi^ and also 

jCbWMxJt iXsLaaJ! XfeoL Î X^J^I »¿^la!!. The collection 
contains about 11000 verses. The Mo'allaqat occur Fol. 182 sqq. 
The poems which are found in the divan, apart from the Mo'al-
laqa and some others, do not appear in it, and belong all to 
a much later time. Date of copy 1212 (— 1798 A. D.). 

15. Cod. Lugd. Warn. 549 (Cat. Dozy 521). Commentary to the 
Divan of the Hodseilites, by Essukkari. In this last volume 
of the commentary there are scanty glosses and only rare cita-
tions of verses. 

16. Cod. Berol. Spreng. 947. The Arabic Lexicon ^.UswiJi of El-
gauhari. The MS. is not particularly good and I have pre-
ferred to cite the verses quoted in this distinguished work from 
the Bulaq edition of it, which is unfortunately without vowels* 

17. Cod. Berol. Peterm. 184, 5 (fol. 120b—167b). Commentary on 
the Himjarite Qagide of Nashwan 
It is very diffuse and not so intent on explanation of linguistic 
difficulties, as on adducing historical notices and a number of 
professedly old poems, all of which, however, are of late origin. 
It trims up old popular legends as historical facts, and sets them 
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in verses , for moral exhortation. From the same source as 
that of this commentary, has also sprung the work in Cod. 
Peterm. 626, entitled «SjUt IJU»S, the first half of which is 
devoted to the Hiinjarites and agrees verbatim with many poems 
of this commentary, although one or the other may occasionally 
give more verses, and the order of the poems is not always 
the same. — I altogether question whether the Himjarite Qa§ide 
is really by the learned Lexicographer Nashwan, and is not 
rather fathered on him solely because he was a Himjarite. In 
his large dictionary, in which he cites many verses b}7 others 
and by himself also, I have not found a single verse of this 
Qa^ide. The text of the Himjarite Qa^ide and of the ancient 
Arabic poems also, which v. Kremer published from the Vienna 
MS. N. F. 112 (Cat. Fliigel I. 482), Leipzig 1865. 1867. is very 
incorrect, and therefore the conclusions drawn from them in 
the „Sudarabische Sage" (Leipz. 1866) are more than hazardous. 
— This faulty copy dates from 1081 ( = 1670 A. D.). 

18. Cod. Berol Peterm. 184, 4 (fol. 13b - 1 2 0 b ) . Contains the Holwan 

Qacide, the title of which is X^jlb^ail ^LisSit ¿CJl^l^t svXA*aa]| 

Xjjij^f SCoLJ! jl-gitj XAiLkX.*JI the author of which 
i s LXAC ^J! C Î'LJGS LV«.^. T h e p u r p o s e o f the l o n g 

poem is the exaltation of the descendants of Qahthan (that is, 
of the Jemenite tribes as contrasted with the Ismaelite ones), 
by indicating the historical — or even legendary — accounts 
that seem favorable to it. It is composed in stanzas of six 

verses [¡C^cW*] in Thawil. The commentary to it by ^ 
tX-jjj is extraordinarily rich in philological and historical notices 
and verses. The copy, not remarkable for correctness, dates 
from 1081 ( = 1670 A. D.). 

19. Cod. Berol. Peterm. 184, 6 (fol 167b—lSSa). Contains SJu*»ai( 

with a commentary. The Qa^rde addressed to the Chalif 
Elman^ar is full of allusions to ancient Arabic history, and is 

2* 
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said to have been composed by ^»LaJI . The diffuse 
and mainly real commentary cites many verses. The copy, 
rather incorrect, is of the year 1081 ( = 1670 A. D.). 

20. Cod. Berol. Spreng. 1123, 1. Contains the text of the Qagide 
of Imruulqais, which is printed in the Appendix 18. The copy 
is in Ta 'hq and is quite modern (about 1840). 

21. Cod. Berol. Spr. 1123, 4. The same Qagide with perpetual 

commentary by ^«A-ojJ! v^aJaAJ! tX -̂c ^ vj i^t ^ ( j l ^ j ' ^ j t 
This text is shorter, and very different on the whole. 

I know nothing of the author of the commentary; only he must 
belong to modern times. The work has no title, but begins: 
j y u s Ouu Lot . . . . V - » / * 1 ' ' O ^ J1*?" ^ 

< 

Appendix 19 gives this recension. Quite modern Neskhi, date 
about 1840. 

I see no need to say anymore about the other MSS. which 
I have used, as they afforded little assistance and are only rarely 
cited by me. I have not treated of the much used Cod. Paris. 
Suppl. 1316, 2, containing the Elmuzhir of Essojntht, because 
I am now able to refer to the edition of this thorougly instructive 
work which has been printed at Bulaq. 

My readers will, I t rust , believe that the printed pieces of 
the poetry of the six ancient poets have not been unknown to me. 
If I have not recorded the variations of their t ex t , with nearly 
exclusive exception of Arnold's edition of the Mo'allaqat and de 
Sacy's edition of Ennabiga's fifth poem, it has ar isen, as I have 
explained above, partly because I considered it superf luous, and 
partly because I wished to confine myself to the MSS. accessible 
to me; and for the same reason I abstain from the enumeration 
both of the numerous editions of the Mo'allaqat of four of these 
poets, as also of the previously published single poems of the six 
poets. Socin's edition of ' A l q a m a ' s poems, Leipzig 1867, did 
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not seem to offer any aid to me; and I was not willing to admit 

his spurious 14th poem. The divan of Ennabiga which M. H. De-

renbourg has published in the Journal Asiatique for 1868, II. p.26Ssqq.. 

has only just appeared when the poems of Ennabiga and 'Antara 

in my edition were printed of f ; but I have been able to make use 

of two verses cited in his introduction, for my Appendix. 

Having thus given an adequate account o f the aids of which 

1 have availed myself in the publication of this w o r k , I have yet 

one point to speak of, a point of unquestionable importance, and 

one for the discussion of which this collection offers an excellent 

opportunity — I mean the genuineness of the poems it contains. 

But the space at my disposal forbids my entering on it even briefly. 

1 will discuss the question in a small work which will soon appear 

and here I can only state some results of my researches, which 

also embrace the Elmofaddhalijjat and other ancient poems. 

The integrity of the ancient poems, both as to their compass 

and the order of their verses is a p r i o r i suspicious. Many lack 

the beginning, many lack the end, many lack both, many appear 

to have two and more beginnings. The order of their verses is, 

when we possess different recensions of them, utterly discrepant. 

Frequently they are assigned to different authors; the more cele-

brated name displaced the less famous; even in the first half of 

the second century of the Higra, poems just written in the ancient 

style, were ascribed to old names of renown. 

A s to our collection in particular, f ew appear to me to be 

genuine and preserved entire; several have lacunae, lack beginning 

or end, or are altogether supposititious. I doubt whether we pos-

sess anything of Tharafa or 'Antara except their Mo'allaqat. Most 

of Zuhair's poems are comparatively genuine; much of Ennabiga 

is spurious, and even his fifth poem is at least open to doubt. 

Anyhow it is a remarkable fact that the elder Elmofaddhal declares 

the poem No. 26 in the Appendix in conjunction with No. 11 of 

the text, to be Ennabiga's most splendid poem, and places it in 
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one class with the Mo'allaqa of Imruulqais; especially if we take 
into consideration that both poems have striking resemblances. 
The beginning of Append. 26, with the perpetual recurrence of 
the woman's name, is surely unusual and s trange; although this 
deviation from the usual introduction may, I think, be explained. 
A great portion of the poems of Imruulqais which E s s u k k a n has 
given, is only fragments, the genuineness of which has little in his 
favour and is liable to many objections. Even among the larger 
poems, all of which are admitted in Ela§ma'i 's recension, the ge-
nuine ones, precisely because they were always in the mouths of 
men, have suffered much mutilation and variation; but, iu my 
opinion, most of his poems are fragmentary and spurious; and 
this poet especially has had many a poem of another ascribed to 
him. Irrespective of poem 52 and others, the 4 t h poem especially 
demands close scrutiny and comparison with the first poem of 
'Alqama. If the former be somewhat wider in compass , yet the 
course of both is the same, the points of coincidence so numerous 
and the identity of verses so frequent, that there can be no doubt 
that they are one and the same poem, the author of which is 
certainly 'Alqama. 

It is very desirable, not to say necessary , that competent 
scholars should submit the poems singly to an independent exami-
nation. The poems would then have to be judged on their own 
merits, without regard to the position assigned to them by literary 
opinion, which, as a rule, is entirely uncritical The result of this 
critical investigation, whether it were positive or negative, would 
be a gain to the history of Arabian poetry. But, even irrespective 
of the question of their genuineness, the poems of this collection 
belong in any case to the oldest, longest, most important, but also 
most difficult, which the entire Arabic literature has to shew. 
They deserve the most attentive study; and while I warmly bespeak 
it for them, I beg the reader to apply to the editor the verse with 
which the 224th page of the Arabic text concludes. 
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In conclusion, I avail myself of this occasion to return my 

best thanks to Dr. J. Nicholson, of Penrith, for his friendly ser-

vice in translating this Preface into English, in a style which 

1 trust cannot fail to commend itself to my readers. 

G r e i f s w a 1 d. Juli 4 th, 1870. 

W. Ahlwardt. 
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The Abbreviations I have employed are explained hereafter in a separate Table. 
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besides the Reading of the Text. 

Ennàbiga. 

I, 1. t 4. ki I. 620. II. 251. s ¿¿=>s m 75. r 19. Q 233. -

G. Ii ha 120. 286. 2. c 302. m 75. — 

and ki I. 620. 2h. c 42. 424. — ^òJt 

h 494. 3. f 96. ki I. 620. c 422. r 104. 4. ki I. 620. fl 128. 

5. j II. 183. — G. Pa. - J& ki I. 620. 6. ki I. 620. 

— (twice) G. Pa. — oiL?. Pa. — j J f j II. 183. 7. 
c - -

ii , . ©£ V * * 

j ^ b j II. 183. — v j ^ l j II. 183. ki I. 620. 8. o W iXS G. 

_ ^ jJlIi s . 9. i l k G. Pa. 10. w 381, 18. 
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,£oh3 3 y 

kh 830. 11. kh 830. 12. à n 78. 13. kh 830. 

14. c 397. kh 830. 15. c 307. 510. ki I. 620. r 78. 16. ki 

1. 386. 620. 17. m 75. 19. k 32. 196. h 474. hv I. 102. 

ki I. 620. w 415. 589. m 75. Q 149. B I. 92. 202. 585. 634. II. 396. « Cw , ? 

r 43. kh 427. 856. 20. q* 0/*s?. j II. 326. m 75. 150. 

— ad 186. — w 589, 10. p II. 611. — ¿i 

j II. 326. — w 589. ad 186. j II. 326. — y ^ î w 589. 

21. f 163. — çliuJL 0 3 ¿ j ¡ ¡ s h 77. Q 211. 

p II. 611. j III. 125. 399. 22. tfjdé* o * ^ G - 2 3 - a" 

ki I. 620. m 75. 24. o!ó s JJb- (in the text), q 66. 

Pa. m 75. — otó ^ g i i l i ? m 75. 25. t 21. s and 

ki II. 252. hv I. 376. — G. — « - 4 ^ ! Jjá W 80. 120. — 

25a. no 15. 26. W 120. 27. W 120. — G 

(in the text). 28. s ujJ ra 75. r 64. Cod. Petermann. 198, fol.l81b. 

29. f 82. — ki 1.620. 0 " _ 9 £w> ~ O 0+ 

II, 2. v^jui 6 o*» 3. S 6. QÄAÖÄJ Pa. 

12. k 253. , 13. o u ï ^J Pa. — iXSJI G. 

III, 1. m 49. 2. s .̂ w&S m 49. 3. t 19. ki I. 618. 621. 

gb 6. m 19. 49. 4. ki I. 621. - ¿*l¿¿ J * gb 6. — ÁÍLÍÍ 
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m 4 9 . 5 . g b 6 . ra 4 9 . — k i I . 6 2 3 . 6 . m 4 9 . 

— ^ J ^ t t i U i t k i 1 . 6 2 3 . — J + Q X S > S . * L o l ö t g b 6 . — o * 

k i I . 6 2 3 . 7 . m 4 9 . — < d J & ^ » p g b 6 . — R e a d 

l ^ I i J ? . 8 . m 4 9 . 9 . s ¿ y * . r 7 4 . — l ^ J » - m 4 9 . 

1 0 . « J u l i n 7 1 m 4 9 ( t e x t ) . 1 1 . k i 1 . 6 2 1 . h 1 9 9 . c 2 8 4 . g b 6 . 7 . 

p I . 2 9 . m 1 9 . 4 9 . m u I I . 2 4 1 . 1 2 . m 4 9 . 

I V , 1 . s — J - a ^ i ¿ I I M Q 2 5 5 . 4 . D i w a n o f H a s s a n 

b e n t ä b i t , C o d . P a r . , f o l . 3 . — J > L i ' M e h r e n R h e t o r i k . R e a d ^ ^ 

3 . ^ 0 L s P b . 

V , 1 . k i L 6 2 2 . 3 5 9 . j I I I . 1 6 7 . ra 1 7 . — L Pa. — 

« L U i i j S . R e a d u U « J L s . — t $ J L e Q l i = » , P b . — l a . c 1 8 7 . 

2 . k i I . 6 2 2 . c 9 6 . f 2 5 . s y ( r e a d i n g ) S . m 1 7 . — 

^ ¿ a ^ L m 1 7 . — ¡ - ¿ L L J I ^ y 0 ' y ( t e x t ) . N ( t e x t ) . 

L e l > L » t N ( r e a d i n g ) , y ( r e a d i n g ) . — iJ^'^F ^.Jo 

m 1 7 . - % [ > = > • U ^ I B ! f 2 5 . 3 . s 0 J L > k i I . 6 2 2 . c 9 6 . r 3 7 . — 

i j y t s i S i N ( r e a d i n g ) . ft y ( t e x t ) . — ^ ^ ft y ( r e a d i n g ) . — 

¿ V Ü ! ft P a . - ¿ t j f "fr S . N ( t e x t ) . - ft y ( r e a d i n g ) . — 

- > « - > „ - O - . Zi 

L ^ X a a j U y y , — L q - I a j I L » 0 t ^ m 1 7 . — s . P a . 4 . k i 

I . 6 2 2 . c 9 7 . — o S ) S . y ( t e x t ) . G . P a . N . 5 . f 1 5 7 . s 
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and ki I. 622. ha 307. — 5b . k 6. 6. ¿ J s u o ! 

^ s and Jui . ki 1. 622. D 11.406. y. S. p 1.439. N. kh 735. 

— 6b . p II. 26. 7. J ^ * CU S. 7 a . M I. 599. 8. n 75. 

hi 233. — ^ t Pa. N. 9 . ki I. 622. — J - J^ t ^Ou S . 

y. N. — u ^ i l ! « ^ N. y. — ^ S . 10. ki I. 622. n 69. 
)>. >#, - , o-o 

— ¿ / i i and ¿ / i i iV. - ¿ / J ! G. y (text). S. N. 10 b . mu I. 123. 

o , . 6- -

11. ki I. 622. c 415. — ^ y (text). S . IV (text). — 

y. S . — y. 12. ki I. 622. — '¿Jo G. Pa. N. y. 

13. ki I. 622. c 249. — oL—^' y . S . — ob^i Pa. 14. ki I. 622. - 0 " 
c249. — o ' / 4 * 3 s t ) s (only the first hemistich), y. S . IV (text). 
3 » O - ? O - ) 0«0 * O * 

q' j-^s y. Pa. — y. S . Pa. N. — o > l - J ! cf^3  s (mis-

printed instead of uS^ljtJ!). — u^UJ t v / 3 y- — G. — 

^ ¿ ¿ f j^svAj! y. — o ^ u i t G. N. y (reading). 15. ki I. 622. - - .oE. S , , 

— Ls\Aa3Ls y. — .̂bxA Ĵi li^ii s jiaj and iXoac and iSj^. y. S . 

16. f 20. 17. k 219. 20. gb 6. — & m 17. y. — 

20b . oJuJf^ p ^ i ^ T ¿ s ^ u N. 21. m 17. 78. — ^ y. — 

^ b - t u ; s L i o gb 6. y. S. 21 b . w 358, 3. 22. Read 

¿ U l L l 'Si. ki I. 618. h 435. gb 6. g 85. j I. 829. m 17. 19. Q 29. -

id ykJuif Jl3 y (text). Q 29. m 17. 19. N (text). — a<= 


